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Roll-Up Signs
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Permanently Attached Flag Systems

Flagholders for Detachable Flags
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- FHRU - Has a front and back plate that clamp together with four nuts and screws allowing the flagholder to be attached to the

     vertical rib of a roll-up sign without drilling a hole through the rib. Displays three flags.

- RL-FH3 - Has a channel shaped plate and a single hole allowing it to be attached to the vertical rib of a roll-up sign with a single

     nut and bolt, a 1/4" hole in the vertical rib is required. Displays three flags.

- FH3010 - This is flagholder comes installed on our full size sign stands, such as the TF18, and may be attached with screws to

     replace damaged units or added to rigid signs, barricades, or posts. Displays three flags.

- FH-STABLOCK - Designed for use with the Fold and Roll™ sign system, this flagholder sockets into the 1" square vertical tube

     and locks in place with a spring button. Displays two flags.

Designed to allow permanently mounted warning flags

to be quickly locked in place, flags deploy by rotating

into the display position and sliding the clip down.

Reverse for storage. Flags are 18" x 18" blaze orange

vinyl coated nylon on 1" wide fiberglass staffs. 
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This permanently attached folding flag system insures

that flags will always be handy and ready to deploy.

Rotate flags from their storage position to the display

position for use, reverse to store sign. Flags are 18" x

18" blaze orange vinyl coated nylon on 1" wide fiber-

glass staffs. FFS-12 has 2 flags, FFS-13 has 3 flags.

Must be used with the Buckle corner system.

FFS-12 Folding Flag System
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These flagholders are made of zinc plated steel and are designed for use with standard warning flags that have a 3/4" round staff. See page 44.

    

FFS-2 Folding Flag System


